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A NEW MOMENT PROBLEM 
OF DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 
IN THE UNIT INTERVAL1 
O T O S T R A U C H 2 
(Communicated by Robert F. Tichy) 
ABSTRACT. Given a triple of numbers Ki, X2, K3 € [0, 1] , one may ask under 
which circumstances it is possible to determine a distribution function 
g: [0,1] -> [0,1] such tha t 
Xi=Jg(x)dx, X2 = Jxg(x)dx, X3 = Jg
2(, x) dx . 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for existence and uniqueness are established. 
As an application we find conditions tha t a given sequence have a linear or one-
step limiting distribution. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to illustrate an application of two abstract 
methods, called Method A and Method B in the sequel, deriving necessary and 
sufficient conditions that a sequence from the unit interval have a linear or 
one-step limiting distribution. Method A can be used to find a new limit law of 
sequences, and Method B to determine a solution of a suitable moment problem. 
A MS S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Primary 11K06. Secondary 60E05. 
K e y w o r d s : Sequences, Limiting distribution, Moment problem. 
1 Par ts of this paper were delivered at the 9th Czechoslovak Colloquium on Number Theory 
held in Rackova dolina, September 11-15, 1989, Czechoslovakia [6]. 
2 Research partially supported by Slovak Academy of Sciences Grant 363 . 
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Method A. Applying a general criterion for limit law of sequences to solutions 
of a moment problem with finitely many solutions, we can select a corresponding 
solution, which leads to a special law. The idea is to use the fact [7; Satz 5 that 
if a sequence has more than one distribution function, then it has infinitely many 
(different in a common point of continuity). 
Method B. In many cases we can make the solution of a given moment prob-
lem dependent on the nature of points of a body "corresponding" to the moment 
problem. Defining an operation on the set of points, it can be proved that ev-
ery interior point corresponds to infinitely many, and every boundary point to 
finitely many solutions of the given moment problem. To do this, a related op-
eration on the set of neighbourhoods of points can be used. 
We present here two results concerning distribution functions. We introduce 
a new type of criterion (Theorem 3), which characterizes sequences having a 
limit law from a class of distribution functions (linear and one-step). This result 
can be extended to a large class possessing some polynomial functions, provided 
that we3 use a corresponding moment problem in a higher dimension. 
The second result given here concerns the solutions of our three-dimensional 
moment problem. For a classical moment problem [5; p. vii] the solution may 
be unique, or there may be more than one solution in which case there are. of 
necessity, infinitely many solutions. It is interesting to note that (Theorem 2) 
our moment problem has, for some values, exactly two different solutions. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the basic definitions. 
In Section 3 we state our criterion and moment problem. As a consequence, 
we obtain our limit law for sequences. In Section 4 we prove the main result: 
the solution of our moment problem. The proof is elementary, but atypical. An 
explicit construction of the solution is given. 
2. Basic definitions and notations 
A distribution function in [0,1] is any g: [0,1] —> [0,1] such that 
(i) ,g(0) = 0 , .9(1) = 1, 
(ii) g is nondecreasing, 
(iii) g is left continuous on (0,1). 
In the following, let 
UJ = (xn)^L1 be a sequence of real numbers from the interval [0, 1] , and 
cj/v — (xn)n=1 be the initial segment formed by the first N terms of jj . 
For a given cOyy , the distribution function F^(x) is 
FN(x)= *
{ n - N N
 x " < x \ f o r a l l x e [ 0 , l ) and FN(l) = I. 
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If there exists an increasing sequence of natural numbers N\, N2 - • • • such 
that 
lim FNj(x) = g(x) 
j—>oo 
for every continuity point x of a given distribution function g , then g is called 
a distribution function of to . 
The sequence uo is said to have a limiting distribution g: [0,1] —> [0,1] if the 
limiting relation 
lim FN(x) = g(x) 
A l ^ o o 
holds at every point x at which g(x) is continuous.1 ' 
Note that throughout this paper we shall always denote both the row vector 
fXl\ 
(X\,X2,X$) and the column vector ( X2 J by the same letter X. 
Define, for every nondecreasing g: [0,1] —> [0,1], the following operator 
Ho) = I / gO) da;, / xg(x) dx, / g2(x) dx J . 
\ o o o / 
For T, we introduce its body 
fi = \T(g); g: [0,1] —> [0,1], g nondecreasing } , 
and dVL denote the boundary of fi. 
The equation X = T(g) is referred to as a moment problem. 
Figure 1. 
]! Sometimes g is referred to as the limit law, and is otherwise known as the asymptotic 
distribution function of to , see S c h o e n b e r g [4]. Our notation is different from that of 
the book [3; p . 53]. 
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Let (see Fig. 1) g(Hi, Hi, u2l v2) denote the distribution function h(x) defined 
by 
for 0 < x < Ei , 
h{x)={ ------x + «i - «i ------ for Vl < x < v2 . (1.) 
for H2 < x < 1 . 
(in any case h(l) = 1). Then 
1—V2 + \(V2— V\)(ui + w2) 
. F ( g ( H l , D l , H 2 , H 2 ) ) = [ | - ±v%(3-Ul -2u2) - ±vj(2u! + w2) - %viv2(u2 - - u i ) 
1 — V2 + | ( t ' 2 - ^ l ) ( u l u 2 + u? + u2) 
For varying parameters Hi, Hi, Â2 , and H2 > the point JF(G(Hi, Oi, !j2.
 r 2)) 
( = T(g)) describes surfaces IJi - l ie or the curve II7 specified by the following 
list of formulas: 
П, = {Ғ(g); 0 < Vl < v2 < 1, щ = 0, u2 = l } , 
П 2 = {.Ffø); iл = 0, v2 = 1, 0 < щ < u2 < 1} , 
Пз = {.Ffø); vi = 0, 0 < v2 < 1, u2 = 1, 0 < щ < 1} , 
П4 = {-7ҶâO; 0 < U ! < 1 , v2 = l , ui = 0, 0 < м 2 < l } , 
П 5 = {Җg); «i = 0, 0 < v2 < 1, 0 < щ = u2 < 1, v2(l - u2) > | } . ( 2 ) 
П 6 = {Ғ(g); -0 < Vl < 1, u2 = 1, 0 < ui = u 2 < 1, « i ( l - Ы > \ 
п 7 = s -Яs); «i = o, - < v2 < ì , Ul = u2 = ì - — l 
= s F{g); o < ui < -, г>2 = 1, щ=u2-2 2 ( 1 - v i ) 
We shall specify the following eight types of distribution functions in this pa­
per: Let Hi , Hi , H2 , and H2 be fixed parameters which satisfy the inequalities 
given in the above definition of Ft̂  . Then the distribution function 
g(Hi,Hi,H2,H2) is said to be of type g^ . The graphs
2) of g^ , i = 1 6 , 
have a form depicted in Fig. 2 and 3. In Fig. 3 the areas of rectangles bounded 
2 ) We write g^ instead of g(ui,vi,u2,v2) . 
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by t h e g r a p h s of G(5) a n d # ( 6 ) are > 1/2. We write # ( 5 ) = g{7) a n d a ( 6 ) = g(7#) 
in t h e case = 1/2. 
Note t h a t a given d i s t r ibut ion function g can somet imes belong t o various 
types. 
70) 
Л 0 П П 
9(2) 9 
Figure 2 
( 3 ) 7 ( 4 ) 
< 7 ( 5 ) 9i6) 
Figure 3. 
E l i m i n a t i n g t h e p a r a m e t e r s u\ , v\ , tt2 , V2 , w e arrive at t h e following canon­
ical expressions: 
,(D (7(0, (1 - X , ) - 3(X^ - X 3 ) , 1, (1 - X ! ) + 3 ( X , - X 3 ) ) , 
g^ = g (Xi - ^fi{X3 - X
2 ) , 0, Xx + ^ / 3 ( X 3 - X
2 ) , l ) , 
9 ( 3 ) = g (
;
i _ 3 1 + X 3 - 2 X 1 4 ( 1 - X , )
2 \ 
9 9 \ L 2 1 - X , ' U ' ' 3 ( l + X 3 - 2 X ! ) f 
(4) t n , 4X
2 3X3 A 
r-ny0*1 - 3X7' 2X7'l) ' 
(5) _ / X i - X 3 n X i - X 3 (1 - X 1 )
2 
9 ~ 9 \ 1 - X i ' ' 1 - Xi ' 1 + X 3 - 2Xj 
„(6) _ fl l__ ! _ _x __ ^ 
9 ff V î x 3 ' Xi' 7 ' 
<7(7) = <7 ( 1 - 2 X 3 , 0 , 1 - 2 X 3 , " - ^ ) , 






п 4 = 




( X i , X 2 , X 3 ) ; X2 = \ - 1(1 - X i )
2 - | ( X 2 - X 3 )
2 , 
m a x ( | X i - | , | X i ) < X 3 < Xj , 0 < A': < 1 
(X 1 ; X 2 ,X 3 ) ; X2 = I X i + h h x 3 - Xj) , 
2VЗ 
X\ < X3 < m i n ( | x
2 . | X 2 - \x, + | ) , 0 < A, < 1 j . 
(Xi,X 2 ,X 3 ); X2 - 1 - í
 ( 1 ~ X l ) ' ' 
' ^' 2 2 9 ( l + X 3 - 2 X i ) ' 
õ ^ i ~ õ ^ i + õ — ^ з < ÕXI 1 1 З^ч 3  * ' з  ^ * J — з ^ x І ҷ ' ;> — Ai < 1 
(A-i, AГ2) A-з); X2 = Xi - | | Ł , | X
2 < X 3 < | X i . 0 < X, < i j . 
( X Ь X 2 , X 3 ) ; X; 2 - õ 
1 1 ( 1 - X i ) 3 
2 2 ( l + X 3 - 2 X i ) ' 
x2 < x3 < X,, o < x, < I 
2 X 
( X Ь X 2 , X 3 ) ; X 2 = X i - l | ^ , X
2 < X 3 < X i , I < X i 
l l 1 1 ү 
V2'2 16X>' Ł 
< 1 
з , ; | < X 3 < 2 f . 
(-1) 
3. The main results 
We now state our main theorems. A starting point of this paper is the fol­
lowing criterion. 
THEOREM 1. Let g: [0, 1] -> [0, 1] be a given distribution function. A sequence 
10 ~ (xn)n
<
=1 C [0,1] has the limiting distribution g if and only if 
N 
0) N^wí
xn = fxdg(x), 
(ii) lim ~ У 
Лt-oo X 2 m ^ = 1 
n=l 0 
jV 1 1 
xm - xn\ = / / \x - y\ ág(x) ág(y) 
N xn 
0 0 
1 , x 
(Ш) д j ^ jf Ľ fя(x) dx = /(/<-(*) dt) dg(x). 
y v °° І V w= l 0 0 v o y 
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Applying this to the momen t problem, we derive a cri terion in Theorem 3. 
T H E O R E M 2 . For the moment problem X = J~(g) . to have only a finite num-
ber of solutions in distribution functions g it is necessary and sufficient that 
X £ ()il, where Oil denotes the boundary of ft. We can express the boundary 
i)tt as 
dn= U ni-
l < ' i < 7 
In addition, for X £ I I ; . i = 1 ,2 , . . . , 6 , the moment problem X = T(g) is 
uniquely solvable as g = </*) , and for X £ n 7 has precisely two solutions of 
types r / 7 ' and c/7 ) . 
T H E O R E M 3 . Let uo = (xn)n
<Li C [0,1] be a sequence with the limits 
1 ^ 
X i = 1 — lirn — > xr} , 
7V->oc N ^ 
u = l 
TV 
n = l 
N N 
^ = l ~ J™, jf E *» - \ J™, ^2 E !*»» - *»l • 
n = l m , n = l 
If X = (X L ,X2 ,X3> £ (J n.; . then the sequence uo has a limit law. These 
i<? ;<7 
limit vug distributions are given by formulae (3) . Moreover, if X £ IT; , i = 
1 . . . . , ( ) , then uo has a limiting distribution g^ , and if X £ IT7 , then uo has a 
limiting distribution either </7) or ( / ' ' , depending on whether 
N Xn 
}i^0jfEf9
l7Kt)dt = X1-X3 







(7'\t)àt = x1-x3. 
Furthermore, X £ (J II?; 25 testable by (4) . 
l < i < 7 
We begin proving Theorems 1 and 3, and then we shall turn to the proof of 




P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. The necessity of (i) - (iii) can be verified using 
the Helly-Bray theorem. In order to show the sufficiency of (i) - (iii), we apply iti 
1 2 
the usual way the notion of L2-discrepancy f (FN(x) — g(x)) dx of the initial 
o 
segment uuN with regard to g. 
Integration by parts gives 
i i 1 1 
f F2N(x) dx = l - fx dFN(x) - i í f\x - y\ dFN(x) dFN(y) . 
o o o o 
FN(x)g(x) dx = fg(x) dx - f I I g(t) dt I dFN(x) . 
o o b M) ' 
It follows that the L2 -discrepancy can be written as 
l i4 l 
f(FN(x) - g(x)f dx = 1 + / g
2(x) dx - 2 f g(x) dx + ^ _ T / f](t) dt 
i v •'' 
0 
N , Â 
' KfZ^Xn 9/V2 Z-v l*Гm ~ ' Г " ! N --- " 2N'2 
n=l tu.n = I 
( • " > ) 
Limiting (5) as N —>• oo , and applying (i) - (iii) and the integral identities 
1 1 1 , X V 
|.x - 2/| dO(.x) dg(y) = 2 j I J g(t) dt I dg(x) , 
o o b ^ b ' 
( ( ) ) 
= 2 I J g(x)dx- j g2(x)dx 
to the right, we find that Km FN(x) = g(x) for all the points of 
iV-»oc 
continuity of g . • 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3. The proof can be developed along the lines of 
Method A. According to (6) and applying the rule of integration by parts, it 
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can be shown that the moment problem X = T(g) can be rewritten as 
1 
1 - Xx = f x dg(x), 
b 
r 
1 - 2 X 2 = f x
2 dg(x), (7) 
b 
1 1 
2(x, - x 3 ) = JJ\x- v\ *9(x)My)• 
0 0 
Under the assumption of the existence of limits X\, X2 , and X3 , all distribution 
functions of uo belong to the solution of (7) . Since, by hypothesis, X £ Oil, we 
obtain from Theorem 2 that the moment problem (7) has only a finite number 
of solutions in g. Obviously, the sequence uo has a limit law. By Theorem 1, the 
problem of determining a distribution function that is the limiting distribution 
of a given sequence uo is reduced to the problem of calculating (i) - (iii) for the 
solutions of (7). Since (i) and (ii) are satisfied automatically, we need only verify 
condition (iii). • 
4. Proof of Theorem 2 
The technique used here to solve our moment problem in Theorem 2 is dif-
ferent from the one used in [1], [5]. We shall work with neighbourhoods of points 
in the related body 0 defined in Section 2. For the sake of more clarity, we give 
an out line of the proof. We shall prove the theorem in six paragraphs. 
In §1 we collected a couple of elementary facts about the body Q needed for 
the proof. We mention (Lemma 1) two affine transformations <E> arrd A , which 
we shall define a little later, leaving the body £1 fixed; (Lemma 2) Q is convex 
in the directions of co-ordinate axes X2 and K3 . ^ We shall find (Lemma 11) 
projections of the body Q to the planes X\ x X , and X\ x X2 , and (Lemma 1) 
two curve-edges of i h 
The principal technical result is given in §2, which establishes (Lemma 5) the 
dosedness of il under a linear law of composition as follows: 
For any finite set of elements K(0\ • • •, N(yV) in Q, every sum 
1 
»-() 
J2<i.j -F BjX^ with vectors a{ = a(ut1vlluijrUvi+A) and matrices 
'A) i.e. contains the whole line-segment tX + (1 - t)Y , 0 < t < 1 when it contains X , Y 
•iiid X\ = Yi , X3 = Y3 or Xi = Yi , X2 = Y2 • 
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Bj = B(ui,Vi,Ui+i,Vi+i) (where u{, v{ , Hi+i , U,+ 1 are parameters ; a and 73 
vIill be defined later) also belongs to il, and each point X £ il. for 
Iv 
every TV, can be decomposed as X = Yl ai + BjX^ into corresponding te rms 
xi0\...,x^ eil. 
As a consequence, the following is proved (Lemma 6): If X £ hit 12 , then the 
moment problem X = 3~(g) has infinitely marry solutions. 
Fur ther , wi th the help of this decomposi t ion (as ut, vt , D/ + [ . r,- + i vary 
continuously) , we find new surfaces and bodies which are lying in 12 and con-
ta in X. In th is way, we shall form in §3 planar , half-spherical or spherical 
ne ighbourhoods of X in 12. 
In §4 we make a general observation about ne ighbourhoods in 12. We shall 
Iv 
discuss the t ransformat ion O = ^ a.; + F?;0, mapping a sequence Oo 0 \ 
i=0 
of ne ighbourhoods Oj of K^I" into the neighbourhood O of K , and its limi-
ta t ion which maps neighbourhoods Oj of XQ , where N"^ —> X{)' , into the 
ne ighbourhood O of I . But every point N of the boundary Oil of 12 would 
not possess a spherical ne ighbourhood in 12, and hence in this way we have 
Iv 
a link between the decomposi t ion X = ^T a.( + BjX^ , l imits X^l) —* X()' . 
?;=o 
neighbourhoods O, of XQ , and the X £ $12. 
In §5 we shall derive t ha t (Lemma 15) every X £ 12 can be decomposed 
Iv 
a s l = ) ] a ? : + B i X W , where X « -> N
(0 , and N(/) , for specified / . as-
?;=() 
surnes values from a set of five points . In accordance with this decomposi t ion. 
the bounda ry Oil can be expressed (Lemma 16) as the T-image of linear and 
s tep dis t r ibut ion functions. In order to remove the restr ict ion on nonsingular 
functions, we shall apply the theory of Dini derivatives. 
In §6 we complete the proof of Theorem 2 by reduct ion to the case tha t Oil 
is the union of T-images of functions of types from Fig. 2 and 3. It remains then 
to show t h a t the set of solutions of the moment problem X — T(g). X £ Oil. 
is finite. 
Let us t u rn to the details . 
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§1. The basic property. 
LEMMA 1. Q and dQ are invariant with respect to the transformation group 
{Identity, # , A , * o A } , 
ieh ere 
* ( * ! , X2, X3) =(i-X1,X2-X1 + ±,l + X3 - 2Xi), 
A(X1,X2.X3)= (l-Xu J - I _ _ . 5 i _ 2 X 2 ) . 
P r o o f . For any monotone g: [0, 1] —» [0,1], let g: [0,1] —> [0, 1] be defined 
as 
g(x) = \({ye[0,l]; g(y) < x}) , 
where A is the Lebesgue measure. 
Ciiven T(g) = X, we can compute T{g(x)) = A(X) by using 
1 1 1 1 
2 A7.f^\ — I „2t x dg(x) = J g(x) dx , x dg(x) = 9 (x) dx , 
o o b o 
1 1 1 1 l l 
/ / \x-y\ dg(x)dg(y) = / / \g(x)-g(y)\ dx dy = 4 / xg(x) da;-2 / g(x) dx . 
() () 0 0 0 0 
Since the map A is affine and the matrix of A is unimodular, it is obvious that 
A(Q) = £2 and A(dQ) = d£l. Using g(x) = l-g(l-x), we can obtain analogous 
results for $ . 4) • 
LEMMA 2. Any straight line parallel to the X2 or X% axis meets Q at a 
segment. °> 
V r o o f . Assuming Xx = Y1 and X2 = Y2 for X = T(g) and Y = T(f), 
where / , g: [0, 1] —> [0, 1] are nondecreasing, we arrive at 
l 
tX+(l- t)Y = (x1,X2,f(tg
2(x) + (l- t)f2(x)) dx 
0 
J) A can be considered as a transformation g —> g . Similarly for $ . 




f(tg(x) + (1 - t)f(x))2 dx < f(tg2(x) + (1 - t)f(x)) dj 
< m a x j g2(x)dx,J f(x)d,-\ . 
from continuity one obtains the existence of to £ [0, 1] so that 
1 
(tog(x) + (1 - to)f(x))2 dx = f(tg2(x) + (1 - 0/2(a-)) d3-. 
Hence the JF-image for nondecreasing h(x) = tog(x) + (1 — to)f(x) takes the 
form F(h) = tX + (1 - t)Y. 
The rest follows from the properties of the transformation A . • 
LEMMA 3. The orthogonal projections of the body ft onto the X{ x X , and 
Xi x N2 -planes are equal to 
{(X1 ; X3); X
2 < X3 <Xi, 0 < Xx < 1} 
an J 
{ ( X i , X 2 ) ; i - X < X2 <X,~ \X\ , 0 < X, < l } . 
respeclrve/H. 
P r o o f . Here we consider cj/y as an jV-dimensional vector ufv = ( . r i . . . . 
. . . , xjy), where x i , . .. , x̂ y G [0,1] are ordered according to their magnitude, 
that is 0 < xi < X2 < • • • < .Tjv < 1 • Defining F\ and T as in the introduction, 
it is not difficult to verify that 
/ N N N 
^™ = f1" Jf E *~\ ~ ^ £ :r»'x - ^ - B 2 n " D*» 
^ 7 i= l n = l n = l 
Since there is no risk of confusion, we shall write JF(u;yv) instead of J-(F\) . 
For fixed TV, consider the set Ayv of all LUJ\ and the set il\ of all .7-"-images 
of cO/v . Representing Q and AJV as 
Q = closure I ) flj\r, 
l<IV<oo 
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1 L # = (̂ ÇV̂ O, L _ ^ ) ; i = 0,1,..., Л!j, A : v = convex hull< CO., 
i times N — i times 
we find t h a t 
projection il = closure I ) projection T f convex hull < LU^ ; i = 0, 1,. . . , IV > ). 
K i V < o c 
Since A" = JF^/v) consists of linear X\_ a n d X% over UJJ^ , a n d 
( X l 5 X 3 ) '
 7 
lor ^'v = ^ v ' then t h e or thogonal project ion of £2 onto the plane X\ x X-j is 
K/V<oc 
closure M convex hull< I - ^ - , I -—- I I ; i = 0, 1, . . . , IV 
Finally, applying t ransformat ion A to t he above project ion, we find the orthog-
onal projection of Q onto X\ x X 2 • O 
L E M M A 4. 77ie following curves 
{(X,, X2, X3): X2 = i*i(2 - X0 , X3 = Xi, 0 < X, < l j , 
{(XUX2, X:i): X2 = \x, , X:i = X
2, , 0 < X1 < 1} , 
intersect in the points (0,0,0) and (l, ^, l) ; and they belong to il. Moreover, 
their orthogonal projections coincide with the boundary of the above projections 
ojn-V)) 
i 
P r o o f . P u t t i n g X = F(g) and assuming t h a t X% = X± , i.e. J g2(x) dx 
b 
i 
— / g(x) dx , we have g(x) = 0 or 1 for all x G [0, 1] ; g is a one- jump function, 
o 
and then we obta in X± = i K i ( 2 — X\) . Applying the t ransformat ion A to O, 
we obta in a constant function g, and then we have X<i = \ l a n c ' 3 " ^\ 
for A" =- J*((7) . D 
Let. us now introduce a new opera t ion on the sequence ( A " ^ ) . _ Q C i ) . 
()' The projections show that the curves are lying in the boundary of £2. Furthermore, 
each planar section of f2 by a plane parallel to X2 X X3 and passing through a point from 




§2. T h e l a w of c o m p o s i t i o n . 
Let ((vh Ui)).=Q be a finite sequence of poin ts in [0, l ]
2 . Suppose tha t 
(i) (vo,uo) = (0,0), (vN+uuN+1) = (l,l), 
(ii) Vi < Vi+i and H?; < H?;+1 for all i = 0 , 1 , . . . , N . 
Defining a,\ and Bi as 
( {Vi + x-VijUi (vi + i-Vi)UiVi + \(Vi+i-Vi)2U.j 
(Vi+i-Vi)uf 
Bi = B(ui,Vi,Ui+llvi+1) 
(ui+i-Ui)(vi+i-Vi) 0 0 
Vi(ui+i—Ui)(vi+i—Vi) (u1 + i-ut)(vl+1-Vi)
2 0 
2u>i(ui+i-Ui)(vi+i-Vi) 0 (u i + i - Ui)2(vl + i-vl) 
we form the sum 
TV 




Oe a given sequt 
,iV 
LEMMA 5. Let ((I^,H?;)) .= ( ) be a aiDen sequence which satisfies the aborc 
assumptions (i) and (ii). Then, for every (X^)).=0 C Q and K determined 
by ( 8 ) . ?De bOve X £ Q, and vice versa: For any X £ il (i.e. X = F(g) . 
g-nondecreasing) a sequence (X^) . C O . which satisfies ( 8 ) , can be found. 
In the last assertion we need to add the following assumption 
(iii) g(vi - 0) < u% < g(v% + 0) /Or all i = 1, . . . , N . 
P r o o f . We shall first demons t ra te the second s ta tement of the lemma. 
We have X = T(g), where g is nondecreasing and g\iv. ,. \\ (E / . l
,
/ 4 .1) —* 
[ui,Ui+i} deno tes a res tric t ion of g. Then by e lemen tary reasoning one shows 
that the graph of g\( \ has the linear expansion on [0. I ] 2 given bv 
1 v ui •> ui-\-i) 
g(x(vi+г - VІ) + Vj) 
Іf UІ < Uj+i 
Qi(x) = { Щ + i - Щ Щ + i - Щ 
0 if щ = UІ+І 
for all x Є (0,1) (see Fig. 4). 
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W i + l 
Putting X ( z ) = T(gt) and assuming vx < v{+x , u{ < ut+x , we find that 
1 V. + 1 
Л 1 ° = / 9г(x) d x = 7 ~ c / g(x) dx -
J (щ+i - UІ)(VІ+I - VІ) J Ul+X - щ 
X ! » = / . - « (x) dx 
= 7 2 / Xg(Xï dx ~Vг / í 
(UІ+I - uг)(vг+г - vг)
г \ J J 
g(x) dx 
2uг+i i+1 - Ui 
ì 
<!) = J' g2{x)áx 
0 
/ v«+l ť . + l 
= 7 w T / g2(x) d x ~ 2u* / 9(x) di 
(ui+x-Uiy(vi+x-Vi) \J J J 
+ 




As a result of these equalities, we have 
vl + 1 vi+1 vl+1 \ 
Vj Vi Vj J 
which holds also for V[ = vt+\ and Ui = H?;+i . T h e equality (8) is shown. 
In order to prove t h e first s t a t e m e n t of L e m m a 5, one observes t h a t , for 
a given ( N ( ? ) ) J I 0 C ft and ((v+,Ul))^ C [0, l ]
2 , where N(,) = T(g,) . 
and (T;?; is nondecreasing, one can guarantee t h e existence of a nondecreasing 
g: [0,1] —> [0,1] having G?; as in ( 9 ) . Indeed, p u t t i n g 
, , 9i ( 1 1
X ~ V l - ) K + L - ui) + w - i f ^ < r ' + l • 
H?; it vf = r / + 1 . 
we have (9) for all i = 0, 1, . . . , N , and hence t h e second s ta tement of t h e lemma 
can be applied t o g . • 
Finally we shall prove t h e following 
L E M M A 6. If X a i n t f i . then the moment problem X = F(g) has ivjinitchj 
many solutions in distribution functions g . 
P r o o f . We s tar t from ( 8 ) . Assuming X G int 17 . with t h e help of <-j 1. 
L e m m a s 3 a n d 4, we can find an index i such t h a t B, ^ 0 . T h e expression for 
X^'l) takes t h e form 
X{l) =B~1(x-al- Y^ o:j + B:JX
U)\ ( 1 2 ) 
^ j=o^i ' 
where 
B i l = B~l(ui, Vi, ui+i, Vi+i) 
I ? h v 0 0 
/ (Ui + 1 - U i ) ( v i + 1 - V i ) 
1 
( u г + 1 - u г ) ( v г + 1 - v г )
2 ( u l + 1 - u г ) ( v г + 1 - v г )
2 
0 
\ ( U i + 1 - U i )
2 ( v i + 1 - V i ) [U, f l - W , )
2 ( l . ' , i i - ľ , ) 
Here we consider t h e right hand side of (12) as a vector-valued function of t h e 
variables ( N ( j ) ) . = 0 . . C 17 and ((vj.Uj))
1.^ C [0, l ] 2 . Calculat ing t h e limits 
of B~~l , a,j , Bj as (vi,Ui) —> (0,0) and (D; + i , H7;+i) —• (1, 1) , we obta in '
} 
Br1 -> 1, a 7 -> 0 for all j , J?; -+ 0 for all j / / . 
7 ) Here we use the symbols 1 and 0 to denote the unit and zero matrices or vectors. 
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Consequent ly , 
B~l (x - a, - Yl ai + Bjn) c int ^ ( 1 : *) 
for any (v y ,a v ) and (vi+\, Hi+i) sufficiently near to (0 ,0) and ( 1 , 1 ) , respec-
tively. Thus , we have shown t h a t for (X^:]')._ . C il it is possible to compute 
X{,) G Q so t ha t (8) is valid. Now, we can represent each X^ , j = 0, 1, . . . , TV 
in the form X^ = T(gj), and finally, applying cons t ruc t ion (11) , we infer t ha t 
X -- T(g), where for different X^ we get different g. D 
For the sake of completeness, it is easy to establish the result t h a t for any 
X G intS.}, there exists an X E int Q such t h a t 
Iv 
X = Y_\«i + BtX , 
b(H"ause in (13) the mapp ing is contract ive. Th is will prove the existence of a 
solution g of X = J~(g) which is ob ta ined from the composi t ion (11) , where 
gt = g for all i and g is a sui table d is t r ibut ion function. 
The purpose of the following two sections is to s tudy ne ighbourhoods O of 
V in the body Q . Here we shall use the no ta t ion 
0 = X + V = {X + Y; Ye V}, 
where V denotes a sui table set of three-dimensional vectors. 
§3. L i n e a r n e i g h b o u r h o o d s ; D e f i n i t i o n a n d c o n s t r u c t i o n . 
With the help of opera t ion (8) (as u; , Vj , H;+i , U?;+i vary continuously) , 
we can find new surfaces and bodies lying in ft, containing X , and forming 
neighbourhoods of X in il. Using local coordinates , wre can give the following 
cla.ssification: 
Let a , b, c be non-complanar vectors. Let 
[a] , [±a] , [a, b] , [+a, +b] , [+a, +b, c] 
denote the following sets of three-dimensional vectors: 
[a] = {au + ÜÜU; u £-. [0, e]} , 
[+a] = {au + ÜÜU ; u Є [—є, є]} , 
za, +b, c] = I au + bv + cw + uJ\fu2 + v2 + w2 ; u, v £ [-e, e] , w G [0, e] \ , 
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where u, v, w are variables, a; is a continuously differentiable vector-valued 
function such that LO —+ 0 as u —• 0, v —> 0, ?D —>• 0, and 6 is a sufficiently 
small positive number. The sets 
X + [a], X -h [±a], X + [a, b], X + [±a, ±6] , X + [±a, ±b, c] C ft 
are called linear neighbourhoods 8^ of X in Q. For the sake of brevity, we call 
these neighbourhoods half-line, line, angular, planar and half-spherical neigh-
bourhoods of X in ft, respectively. 
We collect several results in our construction of neighbourhoods. We shall 
make use of them in subsequent sections. 
LEMMA 7. All the following sets 
( 0 , 0 , 0 ) + [ ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) ] , 
( l , i , l ) + [ ( -1 ,0 , -2 ) ] , 
(\,H) + [+(3,1,2),+(3,2,4)], 
(1 - v, \(1 - v2), l-v) + [+(l,v, 1)], 0 < v < 1 , 
(u,\u,u2) + [±(l,\,2u)] , 0 < u < 1, 
are linear neighbourhoods in ft.9' Here (0 ,0,0) . ( l , ^, l ) , (\, \, \) . 
(l — v, | ( 1 — v2), 1 — v) . (u, \u,u2) are J- -images of the functions from Fig. 5, 
respectively. 
Figure 5. 
P r o o f . We shall not give the details of the proof of Lemma 7; we show 
only ( i , i , i ) + [ ± ( 3 , l , 2 ) , ± ( 3 , 2 , 4 ) ] C ft. Put X = F(g{uuvu u2, v2)) . Fig. 1 
8) The sets [a], . . . , [±a, ±6, c] depend on given u> and e , and the formula A' + [a], . . . 
. . ., X + [±a, ±6 , c] C Q indicates that the inclusion is valid for a sufficiently small e > 0 . 
9 J It should be rioted that any neighbourhood listed above can be extended to a large 
neighbourhood, e.g. in a particular case (0,0,0) + [(3, 1, 0), (3, 2, 0), (1 , 1,1)] C ^ . 
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indicates t ha t 
X = a(0, 0, Hi, Di) + 5 ( 0 , 0, Hi, Hi)((), 0, 0) 
+ a(Hi, Ui, H2, v2) + B(uu Hi, H2, H2)(^, | , £) 
+ a(H2, O2, 1, 1) + .0(1.12, H2, 1, 1)(V i , 1) 
= X ( H i , U i , H 2 , O 2 ) (
1 4 ) 
1 - V2 + | ( ^ 2 - ^ l ) ( ^ i + H2) 
2 - kVl(?> ~ y'l ~ 2u2) - Gvli2ul + U2) - ^ 1 ^ 2 ( ^ 2 ~ V>l) 
1 - ?;2 + \{v2 — vi)(uiu2 + u\ + H2) 
Since K = (^, ^, ^) for Hi = Hi — 0 , H2 = H2 = 1 and 
d X
 = (_i _ i _ i \ __i = t _ i _ i _ 2 \ 
d v i i 2 ' 6 ' 3 ; » dV2 \ 2 ' 3» 3 ; » 
&X / 1 1 n d-Y / _ 1 _ \ 
CtHi V2>6>3 ;> ^ 2 V 2 ' 3 ' 3 ^ 
we have 
-V = ( i i £) + H , - i +)(>! - 0) + (-§, ~h -I)(«2 - 1) 
+ ( i , i , i ) ( U l - 0) + ( I , I , | ) ( « 2 - 1) + ^ v / «
2 + . ; 2 + ( « 2 - l ) 2 + ( « 2 - l ) 2 , 
where cO —> 0 as Hi,'Hi —» 0 and ?I2,H2 —» 1. Th is completes the proof. • 
§4. L i n e a r n e i g h b o u r h o o d s ; A n o p e r a t i o n . 
Al 
We s ta r t with the expression X = /"_ «i + BjX^ . A basic problem is 
?;=o 
to unders tand how geometric proper t ies of linear ne ighbourhoods 0.,; of X{>) , 
/ = 0, 1 , . . . , IV, are "reflected" in a related ne ighbourhood O of X . Since no 
element of the bounda ry of Q admi t s a spherical ne ighbourhood in i} then, 
when investigating the existence of a reflection, we incidentally answer the 
question of character izat ion of X £ OQ by means of a sui table decomposi-
N 
t i o n 
• ; = ( ) 
operat ion (8) and convexity in L e m m a 2. Here is t he precise formulation: 






LEMMA 8. If X = J2 ai + Bix(i) > and x{i) + ^tcn for all / = ().! A . 
A' 
x + Y^Blvl en. 
i=0 
L E M M A 9. If X + V Cil, and V denotes the convex hull of V in the X2 and 
N3 directions (i.e. V contains the whole line-segment XY whenever X.Y G V 
and Xl = Yi , X 3 = Y3 or A x = Yx , X2 = Y2 ), then X + V C il. 
Applying Lemmas 8 and 9 to the following s i tuat ions, wre shall now s ta te 
explicitly some cri teria for Â  G int .1 which will be used in t he nex t section. 
L E M M A 1 0 . Suppose there are two planar neighbourhoods of X in il such that 
(i) X + [+au ±b i ] , A ± [±a 2 , ±6 2 ] C Q , and 
(ii) the vector product (Oi x bi) x (a2 x b2) has a nonzero first co-ordinate. 
Then X G irrt il. 
Firs t we give a definition which we shall need below. 
For A ± [±a, ±b , c] , consider a vec tor n satisfying n x (a x b) = 0 and 
n-c < 0 (scalar p roduc t ) , n is termed a normal vector of the given half-spherical 
ne ighbourhood of A . 
L E M M A 1 1 . A sufficient condition that X G hit H is that the following three 
conditions be satisfied: 
(i) There is a half-spherical neighbourhood of X in il such that 
X + [±a , ±6 , c] C -1 has a normal vector n with second co-ordinate 
different from zero. 
(ii) There is a point X G iI with a planar neighbourhood X + [ ± O . ± b ] 
C Q such that X\ = AL , X , = A3 , X2 / X2 , and the vector product 
a x b has a nonzero second co-ordinate. 
(iii) The second co-ordinates of n and X2 — X2 have mutually opposite 
signs. 
L E M M A 1 2 . Assume that 
N 
(i) A can be decomposed as X = ^ a,; + B.,X^ , 
i=0 
where X^ G (} for 1 = 0 , 1 , . . . , N , 
(ii) there is an index i such that X^'1' G int il . 
Then X G int il. 
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L E M M A 1 3 . Assume that 
(i) X can be decomposed as X = ^ Qi ± BjX{l) , 
1=0 
where X{i) E ft for i = 0, 1 , . . . , N , 
(ii) there are three indexes i ^ j ^ k ^ i such that X{i) , X{j) , X{k) 
have line neighbourhoods X{l) ± [±a] , X^ + [+6] , X{h) + [±c] C ft , 
(iii) the vectors B.a, Bjb, BkC are non-complanar. 
Then X E int ft . 
P r o o f . For the sake of brevity, we shall no t give the de tails of the proof 
of Lemmas 1 0 - 1 3 , we only no te that Lemmas 10 and 11 follow from Lemma 9; 
Lemmas 12 and 13 from L e m m a 8; and to prove Lemma 13, we make use of the 
inclusion 
{an ± bv ± cw ; H, v. w E [—£rj, £o]} 
C {ait + 6U + cw ± ujau ± uJtv + OJCW ; H, U, w E [—e, e]} . (15) 
Here a , 6, c are non-complanar vec tors, uja = uJa(
u) •> ^b — ^b(v), wc = UJC(W) 
are vec tor-valued con t inuously differentiable func t ions on [—£, e] , and 
e0=e-3i, 
where 
max{ |cOau|, |c<J5U|, \OJCW\ ; H, U, iv E [—£, e]} 
r — - — 
min{ | a | , |6|, |c |} 
n 
Lemmas 12 and 13 admi t general iza t ions which involve also a limi t ing process. 
We s ta te explicitly only a version analogous to L e m m a 13. 
L E M M A 14 . Let us suppose that 
N 
(i) a given point X E ft can be decomposed as X = ^2 ai ± BtX
{t) , 
i=o 
where X{l) E ft for i = 0, 1,., . . , N . 1 0 ) 
(ii) there are three indexes 0 < i, j , k < N, with \i — j\,\i — k\,\j — k\ > 1 . 
«s'iic6 that the limits 
x™ -> 4 ( ) , x«> - x(
(,j), x(fe) - x<*> 
l 0 ) Here X(%) = Xt'l\u,l,vl,ul+i,vi+1) — T{gi) , gi is defined by (9) , and the variables 




/ \ ( (0) (0) (0) (0) \ 
(Ui,VUUi + UVi+i) -> [Ui ,vt , u i + 1 , v i + 1 ) , 
W ^ j ^ j + i ^ j + i ) " " V7ij >?;I ' ^ j + i ' ^ j + i J ' 
(Hfc,Ufc,Hfc+i,i;fc+i) - • [uk ,vk ,uk+1,vk+1) , 
respectively. 
Further, assume that 
(Hi) t/ie points X^ l ) , X 0
j ) , X Q . W e tone neighbourhoods 
X(^ + [±a],X ( jV[±6],X ( fc )±[±c]cn, 
(iv) t/ie limits 
Bta . B7b 
a , ,; ( u i + 1 - u, :)( t ; í + 1 - i>i) (u j+i - Uj)(«j + i - vj) 
Bkc 
{Uk+l ~uк){vk + i -vк) 
c , 
exist, where 
(Ui,Vi,Ui+i,Vi + i) , {uj^Vj^Uj + ̂ Vj + x) , (Hfc,Ufc,Hfc+i,Efc+L) 
converge as in (ii). 
Moreover, suppose that 
(v) the vectors a, b, c are non-complanar. 
Then the above assumptions (i) - (v) imply that X G int ft . 
P r o o f . If we set 
Lv 
Xo = a i + B i X ^
) + a j + B j X 0
i ) + a f c + B f c X ^
f e ) + ^ a n + B 7 , X
( , , ) 
71 = 0 
t h e n X — Xo has t h e form 
X - X 0 = B% (X^ - X
( ; } ) + B3 (X«) - x f
 V) + Bfc (x< fe) - X ( f 
According t o t h e as sumpt ions (i) - (v), we shall o b t a i n t h e existence of a spherical 
ne ighbourhood 
O 0 = O 0 ( u i , Vi, u,i+i,Vi+i, Uj, Uj, uj+1, Uj+1, Hfc, Dfc, Dfc+1, vk+1) 
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of No in Q . 
As a further s tep, we shall de termine , in (16') , that the order of convergence 
of A" — No —> 0 is higher than the order of convergence of d iame ters of On to 
zero, and consequen t ly , we ob ta in X E Oo for (ui,. . ., vk+i) sufficiently near 
4 ( (°) (0) \ 




v) + {au + uoau : u G \-e, e]} , X^
j) + {bu + uohu ; u G [-£, e]} , 
XQk) + {cu + VcU ; u e [-£, e]}C ft. 
By means of L e m m a 8 we can wri te 
No + {Bi.au + BiUjau + Bjbv + BJUJ0V + Bkcw + Bkuocw ; u,v,w £ [—e, e]} C - 1 . 
(16) 
But , according to the limi ts (iv), this ne ighbourhood of N0 can be represen ted 
as 
No + {(iii+i - Ui)(vi+i - Vi)au + (UJ+I - Uj)(vj+i - Vj)bv 
+ (Uk+1 - Uk)(vk + i - Vk)cW + (Ui + i - Ui)(Vi + i - Vi)ujau 
+ (UJ+I - Uj)(vj+x - Vj)u)yv + (uk+i - uk)(vk+i - vk)uj~cw ; 
U,V,W e [ — £,£]} C f2 , 
where 
BiUJa ( Bm „ 
+ - -a) - > 0 . (Ui+i - Ui)(vt+i - Vi) V (ui+l ~ Ui)(Vi+i - Vi) 
as (u.j,Vi,Ui+\,Vi+i) —> (u\ ,v\ ,HJ+ 1 ,U .-+ 1) and u —> 0 . Similarly, we find 
u;h —> 0 and LU(~ —> 0 . 
Since the variables indexed wi th i, j , k are independen t , the Ui,..., vk+\ 
can be chosen n ) in such a way that they satisfy 
(UJ+I - H,)K+i - vi) = (uj + i - Uj)(;v3+i - Vj) = (uk+1 - uk)(vk+i - vk) = t. 
l l ) We may suppose that (ui+\ — Ui)(v%+\ — Vi) —> 0 , otherwise replace X^ by N() in 
the decomposition of X , and then we have X - X0 = B3 (X^ - X 0
j ) ) + Bk (X^ - X^
k)) . 
Similarly, for j and k . 
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Applying (15) to the set 
[au -rbv + cw-r ^dM + w~v + w(~w ; u, v, w £ [—e, s] } , 
we obta in 
Oo = No + t{au + bv + cw ; u, v, w <G [—£n, £n] } c l l , 
where £n = £ — 3e , and — tends to zero as (?i ? , . . . , L'^+i) —> (lf • l'j,\ l ) 
and £ —> 0 . Therefore, after applying 
HГ 
as l —> 0, for sufficiently small t one obta ins X (= Oo . This completes t h e proof 
of L e m m a 14. • 
It should be noted t h a t t h e last a r g u m e n t works also in t h e following case: 
L E M M A 1 4 ' . In the above lemma assume the following changes: 
First, in (ii) replace X^ —> XQ by two limits 
XW -+ Xl? , or X^ - X$ 
as 
( \ ( (0) (0) (0) (0) \ 
(H ?;,7J ?,H ?;+l,?; ?;+l) -> (u) ' ,V] ,^?- + 1,%; + 1 ) , Or 
( \ ( (o*) (0") (0*) (o*)\ , • / 
(Ui,vt, Ui+i, D?+i) -» [u\ ,v\
 ; , H - + 1 , V i + i ) , respectively. 
Second, in (iii) replace X^ + [±a] bH two half-line neighbourhoods 
X^ + [a],X^ + [a*]cn. 
Furthermore, in (iv) assume that there exist limits 
BiO „ Bid* 
(17) 
-> a , 
(H ? ; + 1 - H?;)K+l ~ D?;) ' (H? + i - Ui)(vi + i - Ez) 
as the variables (H?, D?, H?;+i, U?+j.) converge in the way described by (17) . 
Finally, in (v) arfJ lbe assumption that b x c is HOl parallel to the X\ -axis. 
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Then the modified assumptions (i) - (v) again imply X G int Q . 
P r o o f . Since we can find a spherical neighbourhood of X applying the 
convexity assertion (Lemma 9) to the half-spherical neighbourhoods of N0 and 
N 
No* = (H + Btx[;) + a3 + BjX
{
0
j) + ak + BkX
(
0




which are constructed as the previous spherical neighbourhood of No (repeating 
the arguments used in the proof), we need finally to add in (v) the assumption 
about parallelity of b x c. • 
We will use results of the present paragraph to establish certain necessary 
conditions for J~(g) E dtt. 
§5. Criteria. 
Let g: [0,1] —» [0,1] be a given distribution function. Define12) the following 
four sets depending on the mapping g: 
A = the set of points t / 1 ' in which g has a one-side derivative with 
0<g'(vW) < +oo; 
B = the set of points v{2) in which g has a jump discontinuity and 
0 < vW < 1 ; 
C = the set of constancy intervals (U(3\U(4)) of g in which g has a value 
with 0 < g < 1; 
D = the set of continuity points v^ of g in which g has Dini derivatives 
such that D+g = D~g = +oo , and D+g = D-g = 0. 
LEMMA 15. If T(g) G d$l, there exists a straight line passing through the 
following set of points 
{{»{1),g{vw)); VWGA)UÍU2\ 2 ; г;<
2) Є B 
. . V ^ f ^ _ | ) ; ( в ( , ) у , ) ) є C 
u{(v^\g(v^)); u<5>Єo}. 
P r o o f . Consider an arbitrary finite set of elements from A . . . D . We shall 
TV 
derive, first of all, that T(g) = X can be decomposed as X = /_a?; + BtX
{t) 
i=0 
l2) lOloments belonging to the defined sets will be denoted by fixed letters. 
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(setting as usual X^ = T(g,) , where gi is the linear expansion of g\( % , ^ 
given by (9)), where NW -> X(
(/;) and 
4 ° €E {(0,0,0), (1, 1,1), ( I , i , | ) , (1 - L%±(1 - v
2), 1 - t>), (u^u.u2)}. 
(u,ve(o,i)), 
for such . which correspond to the choice of elements from A...D. Further, 
with the help of neighbourhoods of these limiting vectors (Lemma 7). the cor-
responding neighbourhood of X can be immediately (Lemmas 14, 14?) found. 
We shall complete the proof using the assumption X (_ Oil. 
To do this, let us discuss the following four cases. 
a) Let g be a distribution function that has a non-zero finite left derivative 
at v^ (_ (0,1]. Suppose that the independent variable point (En u ;) tends to 
fixed (vi+1,ui+1) — (v^\ g(v^)) . Using these assumptions, the following limit 
can be established 
^ V 2 ' 3 ' 3 / ' 
Here we shall only show the case X$ —> | ; the cases N|' —> r} and A".
(/' - - ^ 
are completely similar. 
Indeed, we can write 
g(x) = g(vi+1) +g(vi+1)(x - vi+i) + u;(x,vi+1)(x - ri+i) 
for all x (_ [U,Ei_)_i] , where u)(x,vi+1) —> 0 as x —> vi+i . Substituting that into 
the formula (10), after some arrangements, we find 
x!г 3 - —- : —~T2 i (<j(vi+i) - 9(^))2(vt+i - Vi) 
ivi+i)-g{vi)^{vi+1-vy 
vi+1 - vг 
+ . 9 ' ( % i ) 2 3 ( % i -VÍY + UJ1(VU vi+1)-(ri+i - r/)
: i 
+ 2.^(г;i+1)^2(1;^ vi+1)-(vг + i - vг)
л 
- 2(g(vi+1) - g(vг))g'(vi+i)-(vг+i - vг)
2 
+ 2(g(vi+1) - g(vг))u;3(vг,vi+i)-(rl+i - rľ)
2j 
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Vi+l 
^ 1 ( ^ , ^ + 1 ) 7 7 ( ^ + 1 - Щ)3 = / CO(.Г,U?; + 1 )
2 ( .T - Vг+lY CІX. 
Vi 
Vг + 1 
^(VІIVІ+^^VІ+X-VІУ = I uj(x,Vi+i)(x - VІ+I) dx, 
v i 
"i + i 
V3(VÍ, ^ + i ) ^ ( ^ ; + i - Vi)z = / u(x, VÍ+I)(X - VÍ+I) dx , 
and, since cJi,cO2,^3 ~^ 0 as U?; —» V{+i , we finally ob ta in 
g'(UH-i) L ^ j ^ 
b) Let us consider the case t h a t g has a j u m p in v^ (E (0, 1 ) . We choose 
variable points (Uj,H7), (Uj+i, %"+i) such t h a t Vj < U
(2) < ^j+i , uj = fj(vj) ^ 
iij+i = g(vj+i), f j , ^ j + i —> v ( 2 ) , and 
U(2) - Vj 
— = v , 
Vj + 1 - Vj 
where v £ (0 ,1) is an arb i t ra ry cons tan t . Then , if (UJ,VJ,UJ+\,VJ + I) runs 
th rough these variables, we have 
X ( j ) -> ( l - v , \ ( l - v 2 ) , l - v ) . 
c) Begin with the case when (U(3), U(4)) is any interval of a cons tan t value of 
g, where 0 < g < 1 . In the same way as we choose the variables 
(u j , vj, u-/+i, Vj+i), now select (uk,Vk,Uk+\,Vk+i) such t h a t vk < D
(3) < D(4) 
< vh+i , Uk+Uk+i —• a , and 
9 ~ uh 
= u . 
uk+i - Uk 
Then 
x"U( u , i U ) „2) . 
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For a la ter appl icat ion of L e m m a 14 in this proof, we note t ha t for neighbour-
ing r(2^ and ( r ( 3 ' , U ( 4 ) ) the corresponding variables coincide. In this case we 
take (vj+\, Uj+\) = (vk, Uk) —> (v ( , g) , preferably. T h e n the difference X — A'o 
in the proof of L e m m a 14 can be expressed as 
X - A'o = B,(X" - Af>) + Bi (*<» - X™) + Bk (*<*> - *<*>) 
f Vk vk vk \ 
(g - uk) dx, / x(g - uk) dx, / (g - uk)
2 dx J , 1,(2) V (2) y (2 ) 
and the final vector on the right-hand side is 0(t2). Thus again the limit in 
(16') (A - X0)/t ^ O a s ^ O . 
d) Let us suppose that the distribution function g has the Dini derivatives 
D+g = D~~g — -foe and D+g = D-g = 0 at a continuity point U(5) £ (0 ,1) . 
Having in mind the geometrical interpretation of the Dini derivatives, by se-
lecting two suitable sequences of variable vectors (u3,v3,u3+\,v3+i) one can 
guarantee the existence of the limits 
X{s) -> (0,0,0) and A ( 5 ) -> ( l , £ , l ) . 
These cases are obtained in the limit when all of the sides of the rectangles 
shown in Fig. 6 suitably tend to zero. 
(*!s + l , Us + i) 
(v^,g~(v(%ГГ 








jJ^Ü/(" ( 8 ) ) ) l 
(vs,us) 
Figure 6. 
For our further aims, to apply Lemmas 14 and 14', we need to es tabl ish 
the l imits in (iv). To do this , we have already found in L e m m a 7 the ne ighbour-
hoods of all l imit ing vectors from a ) - d ) . W h e n (Hi, V{, Hz+i, vt+\),. . . 
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. . . , (u3,v3,u3+\,vs+i) run through the variables in a ) - d ) , we verify that 
£ , (3 ,1 ,2) 
(Uj+l - Wj)(vi+i - Vi) 
Bjjhv,!)  
(u.j + 1 -Uj)(vj+i -Vj) 
Bk(l,\,2u)  
(Hfc+i - uk)(vk+i - vk) 
.8,(1,1,1)  
(u3+i - u3)(v3+i - v3) 
£ , ( - 1 , 0 , - 2 ) 
( H , + i - u3)(v3+i - Us) 
( s . s ^ . e j ^ ) ) , 
(i,v<
2>,^(2) + o) + ff(v
(2))), 
( I , H ^ , 2 , ( H ^ 
( l , <;<5>, 2ff(,<
5>)) , 
( - 1 , -«<»>, -2 f f(v<
8>)). 
Finally, the corresponding vector product of limit vectors has the co-ordinate 
N3 different from zero for all interesting cases. Thus the additional parallelity 
assumption in (v) of Lemma 14' is valid. 
As a consequence of these lemmas, using F(g) G <90, we easily obtain that 
all the limiting vectors are co-planar and we have therefore shown Lemma 15. 
In conclusion, it should only be noted that in cases a ) - d ) we can choose an 
arbitrary finite number of elements from A... D, respectively, and at these 
there must exist independently specified variables (un, vn, Hn+1, Un+1).
13^ • 
For the sake of more clarity, we shall give a geometrical illustration of this 
result in Fig. 7. 
„ 0 ) vW v(3) ^;(4) y(5) 
Figure 7. 
13) Th is assumption may be unrealizable if i /2) and (i;(3), ^/4)) are neighbouring, and 
therefore we use (20') or the note in c). 
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L e m m a 15 implies t h e following restr ict ion u p o n t h e n a t u r e of those distri­
bution functions which can be T-mapped on t h e surface l)Q . 
L E M M A 1 6 . In order that the distribution function g: [0,1] —- [0.1] should 
satisfy T(g) E dVt. it is necessary that either 
(i) g is continuous in (0, 1) and the part of its graph included in the open 
square (0, l ) 2 takes the form of a line-segment in (0, I ) 2 (see a list 
of these graphs in Fig. 2) . Express it as y = ax -f b . If a ^ 0 . then 
T(g) possesses a half-spherical neighbourhood having the normal rector 
( 6 , a , - | ) ; 
or 
(ii) g is a step-function such that all midpoints of its jumps and intervals of 
constancy from the open square (0, l ) 2 lie on a common straight Uiw . 
Write it as y = ax + b and suppose that at least one step {{) of the 
graph of g lies in the open square (0, V)2 . Then a half-spherical neigh­
bourhood of T(g) can be found, with the normal vector ( — b. —a. \) . 
P r o o f . Let T(g) E dft. We a d o p t t h e n o t a t i o n s of L e m m a 15 and assume 
first t h a t g has a j u m p in v^ E (0, 1) . Claim: It is not possible to choose a 
sequence of points of t y p e iM^ so t h a t T/1) —> VQ . Suppose, on t h e contrary. 
t h a t 
« ( 1 , , f l(« ( 1 , ) )-(t;Г, .9Й 2 ) ) ) ł 
()Г 
(vW,9(v^))^(v^,g(v^+0)). 
Since, by L e m m a 15, all of these (v^[K. g(v{l))) a n d 
(2) g(viQ
2) + o)+gU2))\ 
v{) , I must be lying on a, fixed straight-l ine, t h e o n y 
possibility is t h a t 
(vw,g(vM)) - , ( 4 2 ) / 9 ( ' ' " 2 ) + 4 + - < / ( ' , , ( , 2 > ) ) • 
This is impossible, and t h e claim is proved. 
1 4 ) A step of g consists of a vertical segment associated to a jump of g and the neigh­
bouring interval of constancy of g . 
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A similar analysis can be done for sequences of v^2\ ( ? / 3 \ U ^ ) a n ( i v ^ 
tending to v0 . Thus , for a given v0 , there exists a sui table e so t h a t g has. 
on ( r ( r ~
 6ivo') U {v(i •> vo + £) i ^ , n e following proper t ies : g is continuous; 
g has deriva t ive zero at all points of differentiability; g cannot have a point of 
type r ( , , ) and an interval (U ( 3 \ I/4)) . Since (see G a r g [2]) for any continuous 
strictly increasing function f which has a zero-derivative almost everywhere I ;^ 
there exists a residual set of points with D + / = D~ f = + o o , D+f = D-f = 0 , 
then g is a constant function on (UC) ' — e,vQ ) and (y0 , v0 ^ + e) . 
Along the same lines, it can be shown t h a t if g has an interval ('//'^, U'1^) 
of constant value of g . 0 < g < 1 , t he bounda ry points v^ and v^ are the 
jump-po in t s of g. In an a l ternat ive proof one uses t he t ransformat ion A from 
Lemma 1. 
Collecting all these results , we ob ta in t h a t whenever the function g has at 
most one point of type v^2) or an interval of t ype (?/3% I/4^) , then g is a 
step-function. 
To complete the possible cases, let us assume t h a t g is cont inuous in (0, 1) , 
but has no element of type ( ? / 3 \ ? / 4 ^ ) . T h e n the uni t interval can be split into 
t hree sub-intervals, say [0, c] , (c, d), [d, 1] , so t h a t g takes the value 0 in [0, c], 
1 in [d, 1] , and is str ictly increasing in (c,d). If in addi t ion to this , the set of 
points c^1"1 is dense in (c, d), t hen the set of points (w'1 ' , g(v^)) is also dense 
in the graph of a|/ J\ , and according to L e m m a 15, the graph is a line-segment. 
If g cannot have I/1) -point in a sub-interval (c, / ) C (c, d), then the restriction 
g\/ r\ of g is singular. Making use of G a r g 's (above ment ioned) theorem, 
we may argue t ha t the set of points v^ is dense in (e, / ) . Bu t then, since g is 
continuous, t he set of points (U<5\ a(U^5^)) is also dense in the g raph of g\/ r\ . 
Using here Lemma 15, one derives t h a t this g raph forms a line-segment. This is 
impossible because of the existence of v^'* . 
Let us proceed to find an expression for the half-spherical ne ighbourhoods 
of points T(g) of g specified by (i) and (ii). We s ta r t wi th a decomposit ion 
A' 
fifj) :~ zC ai + B.jX^> const ructed as in the proof of Lemma 5. 
7 = 0 
In case (i) we may assume t h a t (vtlut) and (U;+i,Hy;+1) are chosen from the 
straight-l ine y = ax + b wi th sui table i. Then X^1' = (hi k-k) • an<4- w e begin 
with the construct ion of t h a t half-spherical ne ighbourhood 
( i , A , i ) + [ ± ( 3 , l , 2 ) , ± ( 3 , 2 , 4 ) , ( 0 , - l , 0 ) ] . (18) 
1;>' such function is said to be singular. 
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There is a point (±, -^ , ±) lying under ( | , | , | ) . Since it may be put in the 
form 
l 2 ' 16' 3) = ^ ( 3 ' ° ' I" I ) ' 
by vi r tue of the expression (14) for N(Hi, Oi, u2, v2) and since 
v^ — 1 2 _ 1 _ 8 \ ^A /3 __ __\ 
3U2
 V 3 ' 2 ' g J ' c>H2
 U ' 1 6 ' 1 4 ' ' 
we find t h a t (2,f$;\) has a p lanar neighbourhood in 12. Summing up the 
result and using convexity, provided by Lemma 2, under the lines parallel to the 
N2-axis, we shall t hen complete our proof of (18) . 
Now the decomposi t ion of J:(g) and L e m m a 8 imply 
T(g)+ [ ± £ , ( 3 , 1 , 2 ) , ±43 , (3 ,2 ,4 ) , 43,(0, - 1 , 0 ) ] C fi. (19) 
One easily sees t h a t if (c, O!, e) is a normal vector to (18) (compare the definition 
over L e m m a 11), then (c,d,e)B~ is a normal vector to (19) . Since (18) has 
((), 1, — •£) as its normal vector, and 
( 0 , 1 , -±)Bt = — m - Vi , . - -
{Ui + i - Ui)2(Vi+i - Vi) V Vi+i - Vi ..',;+i - V} 2 
1 (M l 
(щ+i - Щ)2(VІ+I - Vi) 2) ' 
t h e n t h e half-spherical ne ighbourhood (19) of t h e image T(g) has a normal 
vector (b,O, — | ) as asserted. 
Using t h e same procedure from t h e above construct ion, we can now find a 
half-spherical ne ighbourhood of J~(g) , where g is specified by (ii). Assume that 
there are neighbouring U(2) a n d (U ( 3 ) ,D ( 4 ) ) . We dist inguish two cases, depend­
ing on whether ?; (2) = ?; (3) or U(2) = U(4) . Observe t h a t t h e t rans format ion A 
transfers immediate ly t h e case U(2) = U(4) t o i ; ( 2 ) = U(3) , so t h a t it remains 
t o consider t h e case L>(2) = U(3) . In this case J-(g) can be decomposed into 
N 
t h e sum J-(g) = 5^ a i ± BjX^ , where some N(/) may be p u t in the form 
X ( / ) = J-(g) for a one-step function g. We shall use t h e representat ion for g 
given in ( 1 ) , where g = g(ui, Dj, u2, v2), 0 < u,\ = u2 < 1 , 0 < v\ < 1 . r2 = 1 , 
and we again use t h e expression (14) t h a t gives N(/) = X(u,\. V\. u2. r2) . Now 
, , , , . . . . , . f (2) q(v
{2) + 0) + O(r(2)) \ 
let y = ax + b be the line joining the points I vK }, 1 '- i . 
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„(») + „(4) „(3) + „(4) 
, and y =- ax + b jo ining \v\i~~~') a i l ( l 
( — -̂7- , Hi ) . Graphical ly, see Fig. 8. 
У — ax ~\- b / 
Г" 






" - ., 
У -: ãx + 6 
u«"+i) 
— 
U] = 112 
0 / i;(;0 = _(3) i;(4) 1 0 
Figure 8. 
Щ 1 = « 2 
Now we can show t h a t t h e par t ia l derivatives of X w i th respect to t h e 
p a r a m e t e r s v\ , U2 , Hi , a n d u2 are 
дX 
дvi 
= - w i ( l , u i , г x i ) , 
^ - = (1-^^,^(1 + 2^,),^), 
дX 
— = (-1 + 1/1X1,1,1 + 1/!), 
GU2 
дX 
= ( l - t 7 , ) ( ì , (2 + « , ) , « , ) . 9 i / 2 
Moreover, the increments dt>i , di;2 , d?^i , and dw2 mus t satisfy dv2 < 0 and 
d(/i < du2 , and , in addi t ion , the differential of X becomes 
, „ ox , a x , / a x a x \ / d « 2 + dUl 
d X = — di»i + — dt>2 + — + — - ) — i - -
ai>i at,2 \ 5 w i a w 2 / \ 2 
fdX _ dX_\ /du2 - dm 
So we arr ive at 
ЛÃ) + І Í I ^ Ь W , ) , ± ( i , i + ^ - , 2 U l ) , (o,^-g^-,o),( i , i , i + U l ; c n. 
Now we m a k e use of t h e inner p r o d u c t s 
( - 6 , - 5 , i ) ( l , u , , U l ) = 0 , ( - 6 , - 3 , i ) ( l , i
+ j _ L , 2 U l ) = 0 , 




and conclude t h a t (20) will be either a half-spherical ne ighbourhood of T(g) 
with normal vector (—b, —a, | ) if \ < u{ , or a spherical ne ighbourhood for 
Hi < ± . 
But again the decomposi t ion of T(g), Lemma 8, and 
(-6,-a,*)*.-1 
V ^;+i - ^; ^4-1 - vi ZJ (v.i+1 - w./)-(r,-_ 
' K ; + r - ^ ) 2 ( ^ ; + i - vt) 
i - ' • , ) 
yield t h a t 
±£?І(Mi, ?ü), ±Я ř (1, - Ц ^ , 2u,), BІ (o, - Ц A . 0 C í î (20" 
is a half-spherical ne ighbourhood of T(g) with the normal vector ( — 6. —«. \) . 
and the proof is complete. • 
Having done all this , we may now conclude the proof of Theorem 2. 
§6 . C o m p l e t i o n o f t h e proof . 
Let g run th rough the set of all one- jump and constant d is t r ibut ion functions 
with graphs in Fig. 5. Therr its JF-images, X , form two curve-edges of (K2. Tha t 
the moment problem X = T(g) is uniquely solvable in a, we have seen in the 
proof of L e m m a 4. Observe tha t , for all o ther g, we have showed a const ruct ion 
of half-spherical or spherical neighbourhood of F(g) in il. This is given by the 
proof of Lemmas 15 and 16.Therefore, henceforth we shall require tha t g should 
not be a one- jump or a constant d is t r ibut ion function. 
For brevity, we in t roduce an upper boundary surface di} and a lower boundary 
surface OQ of 12 wi th respect to the plane X\ x X% : 
dQ= { (_Yi , sup_Y 2 ,X 3 ) ; XeQ}, 
9J_ = {(_Yi,inf_Y2 ,-Y3); - K e l t } . 
Here sup and inf are taken over all X (E 12 for which X\ and A,, are fixed. 
The next two lemmas are needed to prove t h a t the upper boundary surface 
of 12 coincides with T-images of g from L e m m a 16, par t (i), i.e. of types from 
Fig. 2, arrd for a const ruct ion of the lower bounda ry surface we need a reduction 
of g from par t (ii) of L e m m a 16 to one-step functions in Fig. \\. T h e finiteness of 
the number of solutions X = T(g) in d is t r ibut ion functions g is also established, 
for X G 912. It should be noted t h a t our a rgument is very strongly based on 
L e m m a 11. 
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L E M M A 1 7 . We have 
дӣ= Џ W-
K i < 4 
P r o o f . Suppose that g satisfies condi t ion (i) and g condi t ion (ii) from 
Lemma 16. For the poin ts X = T(g) and X = T(g) we have, according to this 
lemma, two half-spherical ne ighbourhoods in 12, wi th n o r m a l vec tors (b,a, - - ^ ) 
and ( — b, —a, T>) , respectively. Now we s ta te the resul t : If X, X G 3Q and, A L -— 
A'j . X\\ = K3 . then X2 > X2 • Indeed, let us assume, to the con trary, that 
A'2 < X-2 . T h e n the poin ts X a n d X (or, in the case X2 — K2 , its small 
shift) satisfy all t h e three condit ions in L e m m a 11, a n d t h u s they have spherical 
neighbourhoods in 0 ; th is is a contradic t ion. We thus o b t a i n a separa t ion of 
J7-images of g which are described in (i) a n d (ii) of L e m m a 16 ei ther to the 
upper and lower surfaces of dil, respectively, or to the in terior of 12. 
Now we use that t h e functions g which satisfy (i) of Lemma, 16 can have 
only t h e graphs of types g{i) . . . g^4) from Fig. 2. T h e n , using n o t a t i o n s ( 2 ) , let 
Hi • • • n i be their T -images in 11. By v i r tue of t h e expression g(u\, v\, U2, U2) h-
(1) for g^l) . .. g(4) , we obta in a p a r a m e t r i c representa t ion of II1 . . . II4 . Elim­
inat ing p a r a m e t e r s from these equa t ions, we o b t a i n the canonical equa t ion of 
Hi • • • -"Li ^ts in ( 4 ) . One sees immediate ly t h a t any in tersec t ion II7; D I I y of two 
different surfaces from ITi . . . II4 coincide wi th the in tersec t ion of their bound­
aries. If a poin t X runs through this c o m m o n curve, one can also c o m p u t e 
the iden t i ty gW = g^) a t the equa t ion X = T(g^) = T(g
U)) , (1 < 1, 
j < 4). In an a l terna t ive proof, one uses the n o r m a l vec tors (b<;, a.,;, — ̂ ) and 
(bj<(ij,—7j) to half-spherical ne ighbourhoods of T(g^l)) a n d T(g^:,)) , respec­
tively, cons truc ted as in the proof of (i) of L e m m a 16. T h e n the direc t ion vec tor 
considered in L e m m a 10 can be found as the vec tor p r o d u c t 
( & i , a i , - ± ) x (b3la3,~\). 
Applying T(g,) = T(g.j) G 8Q and L e m m a 10, we find that the first co-ordinate 
of the p r o d u c t must be zero. T h e only possibility is t h a t a,j = a,j , and conse­
quently bi = bj and g{i) = gW . U 
In fact, the mapping T specifies a, one-to-one correspondence between the 
functions of Fig. 2 and the points X of the upper boundary surface of il. 
L E M M A 18 . We have 




P r o o f . Let us consider one-step functions listed in Fig. 3. Their expression 
g(ui, Hi, u2l v2) in (4) is determined by two collections of conditions i+ = 0. 
(] < u\ = u2 < 1, 0 < v2 < 1 or 0 < Ui < 1, 0 < Hi = H2 < 1, v2 = 1. Using 
the T-mapping, wre can extend the surfaces 115 , TLQ (without boundary) to the 
following enlarged sets 
n 8 = {T{g); Ui = 0, 0 < Hi = H2 < 1, 0 < v2 < 1} . 
n 9 = {T(g); 0 < Hi < 1, 0 < Hi = H2 < 1, v2 = 1} . 
respectively. Taking into account expression (14) , we can rewrite parametrically 
r / 1-V2+V2U2 \ 
Kg = \[ \-\v22{l-U2) ; 0 < H2 < 1 , 0 < V2 < 1 
t V 1-V2+V2U% J 
( ( ( l - v i ) w i \ 
n 9 = \\ \-\(l-u1)-\v
2
1u1 ; 0 < H! < 1 , 0 < Hi < 1 
IV (l-i;i)u? / 
Since the parameters H2 and v2 in I I 8 can be eliminated as 
X 1 - X 3 (I--Y1) 
2 
U2 = — - — , V2 
1 
1 - Xi ' 1 + X3 - 2Xy ' 
the expression for H$ takes the form 
n 8 = | ( X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ) ; * 2 = 2 - 2 1 + X:i -2X 
Xl <X3<Xi, 0 < Xi < 1 
Similarly, in the case II9 , 
and we can write 
'9'Л 
r З 
I I 9 = <! (A"ь X 2 , Л ' 3 ) ; X 2 = X, - - - ^ , 
-"З 
Xj2 < X 3 < X i , 0 < Xx < 1 
Together with Lemma 3, we obtain that the projections of 1I8 and II9 on the 
X-i x X3-plane are the same as the projection of the domain il. 
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Moreover, it is easy to verify t h a t Hg a n d H9 intersect in a curve 
n 7 {("2 ' 2 " ~ T б Җ " ' X з ) ; J < X з < 2")' 
where — = X\ , a n d we s imply deduce t h a t every X £ Us wi th X\ < 7-- mus t 
lie under UQ and every X £ UQ wi th X\ > ---- mus t lie under Hg , in b o t h 
cases wi th respect to the X\ x X3 -plane. 
Recall t ha t every point from IIg U II9 is the T-image of a one-step function 
and we may apply (ii) of L e m m a 16, so t ha t then each one has a half-spherical 
ne ighbourhood wi th a normal vector (—6, —a, | ) , where the second co-ordinate 
is negat ive. But then we make again use of L e m m a 11 and conclude t h a t all 
the poin ts from IIg lying above 1I9 and all the points from II9 lying above Us 
must lie in the interior of ft. We simply wri te this relat ion as Ilg Ul lg C int f i , 
where 
n 8 = { ^ ( g ) ; * > i = 0 , 0 < U I = M 2 < 1 , 0 < D 2 < 1 , u 2 ( l - u 2 ) < ! } , 
^ ^ { ^ ( g ) ; 0 < I7i < 1 , 0 < M 1 = U 2 < 1 , U2 = l , ( l -Vi) tXi < | } . 
Jus t no te tha t an T-image of g belonging to (ii) of L e m m a 16 and having 
at least two j u m p s or two intervals of constancy entirely lying wi th in [0, l ] 2 can 
N 
be expressed as J-'(g) = Yl ai + BiX^1' , where X^ £ n^ for some i. We can 
i=o 
visualize this s i tuat ion as in Fig. 9. 
(VІ,UІ) 
( V І + I , U І + I ) 
(Vi/Ui) 
Figure 9. 
(Vi + i . l l i + i ) 
Now we apply L e m m a 12 to get F(g) £ int ft. D 
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We sum up the above-mentioned results in the following: Every point of tin 
lower boundary surface of il is the J--image of a one-step function 
g(u\, Lq, u2,v2), where either iq = 0 , 0 < Hi = u2 < 1 , 0 < v2 < 1 and 
y < ^ 2 ( 1 - ^ 2 ) ; or 0 < v\ < 1 , 0 < Hi = u2 < 1 , v2 = 1 and -^ < (1 - lq )l!i . 
To prove the theorem, it remains to establish the finiteness of the number of 
solutions of X = .F(O), where X is a point of the lower bounda ry surface of O . 
In the case X\ 7̂  — such a solution g is the only one because the pa ramete r s 
?/i,Hi,H2,H2 in g(
ui: vi: u2: v2) are uniquely specified by X\. A3 and (21) if 
X\ < — , and by (22) if X± > — . The exceptional case X\ = — corresponds 
to exactly two solutions of (21) and (22) which form O^ and c/ ' ] in our 
theorem. It should be noted t h a t the a rgument in Lemma 10 does not work in 
the case where X E II7 . To see this , using the representat ions A" = Jr(g{']) and 
X = T(g^7 )) , and applying par t (i) of Lemma 16, we can find two half-spherical 
ne ighbourhoods of X in Q with normal vectors 
( 3 * 3 - 1, -&Xl I ) , (8X.2 - 3X 3 , - 8 A ' J . i - ) . 
Then their vector p roduc t has a zero co-ordinate in the first place, and so con-
dition (ii) in L e m m a 10 is not satisfied. Thus Theorem 2 is proved. • 
5. C o n c l u d i n g r e m a r k s 
The neighbourhood-const ruct ing technique described above can be used for 
solutions of a moment problem in an a rb i t ra ry dimension. But in our 3-dimen-
sional case, I. Korec has informed the au thor abou t a simplified construct ion of 
the upper boundary surface of r 2 , which can be established without the technicrtl 
a p p a r a t u s of neighbourhoods. We shall demons t ra te now briefly the me thod . 
To determine the dis t r ibut ion function g: [0,1] —> [0.1] at which a condi-
1 
t ional max imum can be a t t a ined by the integral J xg(x) dx under the condition 
0 
1 r 
J g(x) dx = X\ and J g2(x) dx = A 3 , where X\ and A3 are cons tants , one 
0 0 
should form the auxiliary system of linear equat ions 
dg(x\) dx'i + dg(x2) dx2 + dg(x3) dx-^ = 0 . 
dg(xi)x\ dx\ + dg(x2)x2 dx2 + df/(:T3)
;r3 dx:$ = z . (-):]) 
dg2(x\) dx\ + dO2(x2) dx2 + dg
2(x:i) dx* = 0 . 
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Here 0 < x\ < x2 < x3 < 1 are arbitrary three points of continuity of g; 
dO(.rj), dg(x2), dg(x-i) are unknown small increments of O; and e > 0 is 
sufficiently small. Write 
1 1 1 
D = [ xi x2 x3 
2O(xi) 2g(x2) 2g(x3)í 
a) If 0 < g(x\) < g(x2) < g(x%) < 1, then det D = 0. Indeed, suppose as 
contrary, that det D ^ 0. Then (23) has a solution dg(x\), dg(x2), dO(x:,). 
Substituting the variations g(x\) + &g(x\), g(x2) -fdO(.T2), g(x-j) -\-dg(x:i) into 
the graph of g and rearranging them in ascending order, we obtain a distri-
r r l 
but ion function g with f g(x) dx = X\ , J g2(x) dx = X% and J xg(x) dx > 
b ' b b 
I 
/ xg(x) dx; this is a contradiction. 
o 
b) If 0 = g(x\) < g(x2) < g(x3) < 1, the only possibility is that 0 = g(x\) < 
<j(-r-2) < (J(X'A) < 1, because 0 = g(x\) < g(x2) = g(x3) < 1 gives the solution 
d€O(.ri) = 0; this is a contradiction as in a) . 
c) Now, assume that 0 = g(x\) < g(x2) < g(x^) < 1. Let y = ax -f- b be the 
line joining the points (.x2, g(x'2)) and (.T3,O(j;3)) . Then ax\ + b < 0, because 
iii the opposite case we have d>O(xi) > 0, and again a contradiction as in a ) . 
Summing up the results a ) - c ) , we easily obtain that O cannot have a jump 
in (0, 1), and along the same lines it can be shown that O cannot have an 
l 
interval of constant value of g, 0 < O < 1. Thus g maximizing J xg(x) dx and 
o 
l r 
preserving J g(x) dx and J g2(x) dx is described in Fig. 2. 
b o 
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^ K з = ! 0 . 5 
rtXГэ.=.-0,4-L 
з:=0.3І j 
ÍЗíз|=.0.2J i j. 
І O . l 
J I I I J I L 
= 0.9 
izi 1 I — I I J i i - ) v 
( 0 , 0 ) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0,8 0.9 1.0 ^ 1 
Figure 10. The cuts of S~2 by planes perpendicular to X3~axis. 
( 0 , 0 ) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0 A 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
V 7 , ,f • • _ • I I I I I II I I I 
K2 = 
Figure 11. T h e cuts of £1 by planes perpendicular to X2 -axis. 
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